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BLAZE BAYLEY 
Alive in Poland 
Track Listing: Intro, Speed of Light, The Brave, Futureal, Alive, Tough 
As Steel, Man on the Edge, Virus, Ten Seconds, Two Worlds Collide, Look 
For the Truth, Kill and Destroy, Silicon Messiah, Tenth Dimension, Sign 
of the Cross, Born As A Stranger 
Rating: 6 stars!  
 
 
Ok, I'll be totally honest with you..I saw an interview Blaze did not 
too long ago & he admitted that he uses some sorta hair products that 
help balding men re-grow their hair, & when I started watching this 
dvd, I couldn't stop looking at his hair..it's so full & thick now..I 
remember seeing him with Iron Maiden many years ago when they did a 
club tour here in the USA & Blaze would sweat, & you could literally 
see right through his hair & it was like 6 pieces of hair on a bald 
scalp...now he has this thick main of hair & it's like a totally 
different guy! Ok, I got that out of my system, so the new DVD that the 
man & his band put out is quite simply pure metal genius...his band is 
strong, his guitar players are tight, his drummer is strong, & 
Blaze...god, his voice is amazing, but watch the dvd & look at the 
funny faces he makes..he's funny to watch! Ok, I will stop with the 
things I noticed & stick to the fact now...the band is amazing, it's 
pure metal, & the highlight for me is the band covering Iron Maiden's 
"Man On The Edge", which is the first single released off the Blaze era 
of Maiden & it sounds stellar! Watching Blaze interact with the crowd, 
sweting on them, high fiving, & making contact, it makes you feel like 
you're there, & the video of the band is superb & sharp & super clear! 
There's a load of bonus features as well & the interviews can kinda 
drag on a bit, but they are still interesting & this is a killer dvd 
for the real metal fans!  
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